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Register Indirect Jump Target Forwarding
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SUMMARY Object-oriented languages have recently become com-
mon, making register indirect jumps more important than ever. In object-
oriented languages, virtual functions are heavily used because they improve
programming productivity greatly. Virtual function calls usually consist
of register indirect jumps, and consequently, programs written in object-
oriented languages contain many register indirect jumps. The prediction of
the targets of register indirect jumps is more difficult than the prediction of
the direction of conditional branches. Many predictors have been proposed
for register indirect jumps, but they cannot predict the jump targets with
high accuracy or require very complex hardware. We propose a method
that resolves jump targets by forwarding execution results. Our proposal
dynamically finds the producers of register indirect jumps in virtual func-
tion calls. After the execution of the producers, the execution results are
forwarded to the processor’s front-end. The jump targets can be resolved by
the forwarded execution results without requiring prediction. Our proposal
improves the performance of programs that include unpredictable regis-
ter indirect jumps, because it does not rely on prediction but instead uses
actual execution results. Our evaluation shows that the IPC improvement
using our proposal is as high as 5.4% on average and 9.8% at maximum.
key words: processor architecture, register indirect jump, object-oriented
programming

1. Introduction

The accuracy of branch predictors is one of the most impor-
tant factors for out-of-order superscalar processors. There-
fore, branch predictors have been researched for a long time,
and new predictors have recently been proposed [1]–[3].

Much research on branch predictors has targeted condi-
tional branches, but register indirect jumps are now becom-
ing more important than ever. This shift in focus is caused
by the widespread use of object-oriented languages. In
object-oriented languages, virtual functions are heavily used
for the polymorphism feature, as described in Sect. 2.1. Vir-
tual function calls usually consist of register indirect jumps,
thus making them more important than ever.

It is generally more difficult to predict jump targets of
register indirect jumps than those of conditional branches, as
described in Sect. 3. A branch target buffer (BTB) is widely
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used for this purpose and it can predict the targets of regis-
ter indirect jumps. A BTB is relatively effective when the
target addresses of register indirect jumps are fixed. How-
ever, a BTB is not effective for register indirect jumps with
variable jump targets, which often appear in programs writ-
ten by object-oriented languages. Although many predictors
have been proposed for register indirect jumps with vari-
able jump targets, they either do not predict the jump targets
with high accuracy or require very complex hardware, as
described later in Sect. 8. This is because it is essentially
difficult to predict the targets of register indirect jumps in
programs written in object-oriented languages. The jump
targets are basically predicted on the basis of their histo-
ries. However, in object-oriented languages, jump targets
often vary depending not on their history but on data con-
tents (Sect. 3).

We propose register indirect jump target forwarding.
Our proposal dynamically finds the producers of register
indirect jumps in virtual function calls. After the produc-
ers are executed, the execution results are forwarded to the
processor’s front-end. The target addresses of register in-
direct jumps can be resolved by the forwarded execution
results without the need to predict them. Our proposal
improves the performance of programs written in object-
oriented languages, which include unpredictable register in-
direct jumps, because our proposal forwards the actual exe-
cution results. Furthermore, our proposal is independent of
prediction-based methods, and hence it is compatible with
them. The evaluation results in Sect. 7 show an IPC im-
provement as high as 5.4%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
and 3 introduce virtual function calls and their problems.
Section 4 describes the basic ideas of our proposal, fol-
lowing which Sect. 5 gives its detailed design. Section 6
describes static code scheduling for our proposal. Then,
Sect. 7 presents evaluation results, and Sect. 8 explains re-
lated works.

2. Virtual Function

This section describes virtual function calls. Section 2.1 ex-
plains virtual functions in object-oriented languages, and
Sect. 2.2 explains the implementation of virtual function
calls.

Copyright c© 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2.1 Virtual Function Call

A virtual function is a method †whose behavior can be rede-
fined in a derived class. This redefinition in a derived class
is called overriding. A virtual function overridden in a de-
rived class is called by the same procedure as that of a base
class. This feature is called polymorphism, which is one
of the most important features in object-oriented program-
ming.

Figure 1 shows an example of a virtual function call
and polymorphism. This example source code implements
a simple application that draws circles and squares. The
Drawable class is a base class of classes that actually draw
graphics. This class defines an interface of the Draw()
method that draws graphics. Both the Circle and Square
classes inherit the Drawable class and override the Draw()
method. The list stores objects of these classes and is tra-
versed to draw graphics. In the for loop, the Draw() method
is called iteratively for each object in the list. In this case,
the Circle::Draw() or Square::Draw() method is called de-
pending on the type of each object.

Polymorphism can effectively reduce program com-
plexity, because programmers can call methods without con-
sidering the data types of objects and do not need to write
explicit branches for each data type. Consequently, object-
oriented languages, which include polymorphism as a fea-
ture, are widely used and are indispensable in building large-
scale applications.

2.2 Implementation of Virtual Function

In object-oriented languages like C++, virtual functions are
typically implemented by using a data structure called a vir-
tual function table (VFT). A VFT is a table that stores point-
ers to virtual functions for each class type.

Figure 2 shows an example of a data structure including
VFTs. This figure corresponds to the first three elements of
list[N] in Fig. 1. Each object has a pointer variable vtbl. A
vtbl stores a pointer to a VFT of its own class type. For
example, the objects pointed by list[1] and list[2] belong to
the same Square type, so each vtbl of the objects points to
the same VFT in the Square type. Each VFT stores function
pointers to virtual functions. In this figure, the first entry of
each VFT stores a pointer to Draw().

We explain how virtual functions are called using an
example in which Circle::Draw() is called from list[0], as
shown in Fig. 2. This example would correspond to a state-
ment “list[0]→Draw()” in C++. The steps for calling virtual
functions are as follows:

1© : A vtbl in an object is read, and then the pointer to a
VFT is obtained. In Fig. 2, the vtbl in Circle Object is
referred from list[0]. Then the pointer to Circle Virtual
Function Table is obtained.

2© : A target function pointer is loaded from the VFT. In
Fig. 2, the first entry of the VFT is read. Then, the
function pointer to Circle::Draw() is obtained.

Fig. 1 Virtual function call with heterogeneous list.

Fig. 2 Data structure of virtual function table.

Fig. 3 Machine code of virtual function call.

3© : A target function is called with the pointer obtained in
the previous step. In Fig. 2, Circle::Draw() is called.

Virtual functions having the same name are called in
the same manner among the base and derived classes. This
is because the positions of vtbls in objects and layouts of
VFTs are common among the base and derived classes. In
Fig. 2, both the Circle and Square objects have a vtbl at the
first position. Each pointer of the Circle and Square classes
to a corresponding Draw() is stored at the same position in
their VFTs. Therefore, Circle::Draw() and Square::Draw()
are called from list[N] in the same manner.

A virtual function call is usually compiled to two
load instructions and one register indirect jump instruc-
tion. These three instructions respectively correspond to
the above three steps for calling virtual functions. Fig-
ure 3 shows a machine code for calling the Draw() functions
shown in Fig. 1. The first load loads vtbl from register r1,
which stores a pointer to an object, and obtains a pointer to

†In object-oriented programming, a function associated with a
class is called a method.
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a VFT. The second load loads an entry in the VFT from the
obtained pointer. Then, the address to a function Draw() is
obtained. The jsr, which is a register indirect jump instruc-
tion, jumps to the obtained address.

3. Problems of Virtual Function Call

Virtual function calls have the following two problems:

1. Difficulty in branch prediction of register indirect
jumps.

2. No latency-hiding capability for register indirect jumps
by out-of-order superscalar processors.

This section explains these problems.

3.1 Difficulty in Prediction

It is generally more difficult to predict target addresses of
register indirect jumps than the directions of conditional
branches. This is because of the following reasons:

1. Register indirect jumps require to predict target address
values. This is in contrast to conditional branches,
which require to predict a direction as either taken or
untaken.

2. In conditional branches, prediction based on control
flow histories are usually highly accurate. In contrast,
history-based methods cannot predict the target ad-
dresses of register indirect jumps for virtual functions
with high accuracy. This is because the jump targets
are often changed on the basis of the data content. For
example, in the heterogeneous list in Fig. 1, jump tar-
gets are changed on the basis of the contents of list[N].
Thus, the jump targets cannot be predicted from control
flow histories.

A return instruction is a type of register indirect jumps.
A predictor that is based on return address stack (RAS) can
predict the target addresses of return instructions with high
accuracy [4]–[6]. There has been much research on the other
types of register indirect jumps, which will be described in
Sect. 8. However, it is generally difficult to predict the jump
targets, as described before.

3.2 No Latency-Hiding Capability

It is well known that out-of-order superscalar processors can
hide the latency of instructions through dynamic schedul-
ing. However, such dynamic scheduling cannot hide the
latency of instructions in virtual function calls. This sec-
tion describes this problem by comparing a case of normal
instructions with that of virtual function calls.

(1) Normal Instructions

Processor performance is not directly affected by the latency
of load instructions that access a level-1 data cache. This
is because out-of-order superscalar processors can hide the
latency of those instructions through dynamic scheduling.

Fig. 4 Latency hiding of normal instructions.

Table 1 Label definition in pipeline charts.

Label Definition
IF Instruction Fetch
RN Renaming
SC Scheduling
EX Execution
L1 L1 Cache Access

Fig. 5 Branch misprediction in virtual function call.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of a processor pipeline that
hides the latency of load instructions. The processor in this
figure is a two-issue out-of-order superscalar processor. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the labels in this figure. In this figure, Iadd

is an add instruction, and Ild0 and Ild1 are load instructions.
Iadd is dependent on Ild1, while Ild1 is dependent on Ild0. I0

∼ I12 are independent of Iadd, Ild0, or Ild1.
The execution of Iadd is delayed while waiting for the

execution of Ild1 and Ild0. Through dynamic scheduling, the
processor can execute I0 ∼ I4 in cycle 4 ∼ 6. This scheduling
hides the latency of Ild1 and Ild0.

(2) Virtual Function

In contrast to the case of normal instructions, processor per-
formance is decreased directly by the latency of instructions
in virtual function calls. This is because dynamic schedul-
ing by out-of-order superscalar processors cannot hide the
latency of such instructions.

Figure 5 shows the behavior of a processor pipeline
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when a branch misprediction occurs on a virtual function
call. In this figure, I jsr is a register indirect jump. I jsr is
dependent on Ild1, while Ild1 is dependent on Ild0. These
instructions correspond to instructions generated from a vir-
tual function call, as described in Sect. 2.2. I0 ∼ I12 are inde-
pendent of I jsr, Ild0 or Ild1. The other labels are the same as
the ones in Fig. 4. Branch misprediction penalty generally
corresponds to the latency from a fetch stage to an execution
stage of a branch instruction. In Fig. 5, the latency from the
fetch of I jsr to its execution is prolonged by Ild1 and Ild0.

In the case of normal instructions, out-of-order super-
scalar processors hide the latency of load instructions by
executing independent successors. However, as shown in
Fig. 5, all the successors of I jsr are flushed on branch mis-
prediction. Thus, the processor cannot hide the latency.

4. Register Indirect Jump Target Forwarding

We propose register indirect jump target forwarding. Our
proposed scheme dynamically finds the producer instruc-
tions of register indirect jumps in virtual function calls. Af-
ter a producer is executed, the execution result is forwarded
to the processor’s front-end. The next address of the con-
sumer register indirect jump can be resolved by the for-
warded execution results, without the use of prediction. Our
proposal consists of static code scheduling of virtual func-
tion calls and a forwarding mechanism, which are explained
in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

4.1 Static Code Scheduling

Static code scheduling generally reduces branch mispredic-
tion penalties of virtual function calls. Figure 6 shows the
behavior of a processor pipeline that is executing statically
scheduled instructions. Note that the instruction stream in
Fig. 6 is a statically scheduled version of that in Fig. 5. In
this stream, I jsr is statically scheduled to separate from Ild1,
which is the producer of I jsr. This static scheduling makes
it possible for a processor to detect a branch misprediction
at the earliest after the fetch of I jsr. This is in contrast to the
case in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 Pipeline of virtual function call (optimized code).

However, the static scheduling does not improve per-
formance anymore than the case in Fig. 6 in terms of the fact
that I jsr is separated further away from its producer. We ex-
plain this behavior using Fig. 7. The instructions in Fig. 7
are statically scheduled in the same way as in Fig. 6. In
this figure, the processor detects the branch misprediction
at the earliest after the fetch of I jsr in the same way as in
Fig. 6. The execution of Ild1 is already finished at the fetch
of I jsr, but I jsr cannot know the result of its producer. Con-
sequently, the branch misprediction penalty is not reduced
than that in Fig. 6.

4.2 Target Forwarding

We propose a method that forwards the execution result of
a producer to the processor front-end. This method resolves
indirect jump targets by the forwarded results on instruction
fetch, without needing conventional branch prediction. In
Fig. 7, the execution of Ild1, which is the producer of I jsr, is
finished at the fetch of I jsr. In this case, our proposal for-
wards the result of the producer to the processor front-end.
Figure 8 shows the behavior of this forwarding for the same
instruction stream in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8, I jsr receives the for-
warded execution result from Ild1. This makes it possible
for the processor front-end to resolve the jump target of I jsr

and fetch successive instructions, without requiring any pre-
diction. Consequently, no branch misprediction occurs and
our proposal removes the misprediction penalty itself in this
case.

4.2.1 Early Recovery Mechanism

If static scheduling does not separate a register indirect jump
and its producer sufficiently, our proposed method will not
be able to forward the execution result of the producer. This

Fig. 7 Pipeline of virtual function call (optimized code, no forwarding).
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Fig. 8 Pipeline of virtual function call (optimized code, forwarding).

Fig. 9 Early recovery.

is because the execution of the producer occurs too late for
the fetch of the register indirect jump.

We propose an early recovery method for such a case.
Figure 9 shows the behavior of a processor pipeline with our
early recovery method. In this figure, the finish of Ild1 oc-
curs too late for the fetch of I jsr, which is the consumer of
Ild1. This is because I jsr is not sufficiently distant from its
producer Ild1 statically. Therefore, the successive instruc-
tions of I jsr are fetched using branch prediction, as in con-
ventional processors. After the execution of the producer,
if its result is different from the predicted target of I jsr, the
processor detects branch misprediction. This makes it pos-
sible for the processor to recover from branch mispredic-
tion without waiting for the execution of I jsr. As shown in
Fig. 9, our proposal cannot remove the branch misprediction
penalty completely, but the penalty is reduced considerably
when compared to that in Fig. 5.

Fig. 10 Block diagram.

5. Implementation

This section describes the implementation and behavior of
our proposal. Figure 10 is a block diagram of our system.
Our proposal mainly consists of three tables. These tables
make it possible for the processor to forward the execution
results of producers to consumer register indirect jumps.

5.1 Tables

Our proposal uses the following three tables:

1. Producer Table (PT)
A PT gives mapping from register numbers to the last
instructions that update corresponding the register en-
tries. Specifically, the PT is indexed by a logical regis-
ter number and returns an instruction address. A con-
sumer instruction looks up the address of its producer
from the PT by using the source operands of the con-
sumer.

2. Consumer Table (CT)
A CT gives mapping from producer instructions to con-
sumer instructions. Specifically, the CT is indexed by
the instruction address of a producer and returns that of
a consumer.

3. Target Forwarding Buffer (TFB)
A TFB stores forwarded jump targets. The TFB is
indexed by the instruction address of a consumer. It
returns a forwarded jump target corresponding to the
consumer.

The rest of this section describes the behavior of our
proposal according to these three tables.

5.2 Training Tables for Forwarding

First, the processor creates links from producers to con-
sumers. These links make it possible for producers to find
their consumers on forwarding their execution results. This
link mechanism is implemented by the PT and CT. Fig-
ure 11 shows an example of these links. The figure shows
a producer instruction Ip (load) at address 0010. Similarly,
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Fig. 11 Linking producer and consumer.

the figure shows the consumer instruction Ic (jsr) at address
0020. They are linked in the following manner:

1© : After a producer is decoded, it writes its instruction ad-
dress to an entry in the PT corresponding to its destina-
tion operand. In Fig. 11, Ip writes its address (0010) to
the entry corresponding to its destination operand (r1).

2© : After a consumer is decoded, it looks up an entry in the
PT corresponding to its source operand. In Fig. 11, Ic

looks up the entry corresponding to its source operand
r1, and the PT returns 0010, which is the address of Ip.
This is because Ip is the last instruction that updates r1.

3© : The consumer writes its instruction address to an en-
try in the CT corresponding to the producer address
obtained in the phase 2©. In Fig. 11, the address of Ic

(0020) is written to the entry in the CT corresponding
to the address of Ip (0010).

5.3 Forwarding Indirect Jump Target

Link information prepared by the PT and CT is used for
forwarding jump targets. The execution result of a producer,
which is the jump target of a consumer, is forwarded to the
consumer. We explain the behavior of this forwarding using
Figs. 12 and 13. The labels in these figures are the same as
those in Fig. 11. Forwarding is performed in the following
manner:

1© : After a producer is executed, it looks up an entry in the
CT corresponding to its instruction address. In Fig. 12,
Ip looks up the entry in the CT corresponding to its
address (0010), and the CT returns the address of Ic

(0020).
2© : The producer writes its execution result to an entry of

the TFB. This execution result is a consumer’s jump
target. The consumer address obtained in phase 1© is
used as an index in the TFB when writing the result. In
Fig. 12, the execution result of Ip is written to the entry
in the TFB corresponding to the address of Ic (0020).

3© : When the consumer is fetched, it looks up an entry in
the TFB corresponding to its instruction address. Then,
the TFB returns the forwarded jump target written in
phase 2©. In Fig. 13, Ic looks up the entry in the TFB

Fig. 12 Updating target forwarding buffer.

Fig. 13 Forwarding.

corresponding to its address (0020), and TFB returns
the jump target forwarded by Ip.

This process makes it possible for the processor to for-
ward the execution result of a producer to its consumer. On
successful forwarding, the processor overwrites the result of
the branch prediction by a forwarded jump target.

5.4 Early Recovery

The early recovery mechanism introduced in Sect. 4.2.1 can
be implemented by extending slightly. After a producer is
executed, it looks up its consumer in the CT. This process is
similar to phase 1© in the previous section. If the execution
result is different from the predicted jump target of the con-
sumer, the processor detects misprediction and then recov-
ers from a mispredicted path. The processor recovers from
misprediction in the same way as a normal recovery case,
and thus the early recovery mechanism does not require any
additional extensions.

6. Code Scheduling

Our proposal requires static code scheduling as described
before. By exploiting properties of virtual function calls,
the following heuristics make it possible for compilers to
schedule instructions for calling virtual functions.
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Fig. 14 Schedulable virtual function calls.

1. From Objects
The simplest case is that of a virtual function that is
called from a function of its object. An example of
this case is shown on the line of Case 1 in Fig. 14. On
this line, the virtual function Draw() is called in Pro-
cess(). At the beginning of Process(), the pointer of
an object that Process() belongs to is passed from an
arbitrary caller, and the pointer of Draw() can be loaded
here. Thus, the producer instructions of register indi-
rect jumps, which load function pointers, can be moved
to the beginning of Process().

2. From Arguments
Similar scheduling can be done for a virtual function
call of an object that is passed as an argument of func-
tions. The line of Case 2 in Fig. 14 shows this case.
At the beginning of Process(), the function pointer of
Draw() is determined from the pointer of d. Thus, the
producers of register indirect jumps can be moved to
the beginning of the Process() by static code schedul-
ing.

3. From Returned Objects
Virtual function calls of returned objects can also be
scheduled. The line of Case 3 in Fig. 14 shows this
case. After Next() is called, the function pointer
of Draw() is determined from the returned object of
Next(). Thus, the producers of register indirect jumps
can be moved to the position just after Next() is called.

7. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposal through simulation.
We first describe the evaluation environment, and then dis-
cuss the performance improvement.

7.1 Evaluation Environment

We evaluated our proposal using a cycle-accurate processor
simulator, Onikiri [7]. We used benchmark programs that
are listed in Table 2. These benchmark programs belong to
the OOCSB A C++ benchmark suite [8]. All the bench-
mark programs are written in C++ in an object-oriented
style. These programs were compiled using gcc 4.2.1 with
the “−O3” option.

During the evaluation of deltablue and richards, we
skipped the first 1 G instructions and evaluated the next

Table 2 Benchmark applications.

Name Description Input Parameter
deltablue Constraint Solver 3000 constraints
ixx IDL Parser Som Plus Fresco.idl
lcom VHDL Compiler circuit3.l
richards OS Simulator 1024 iterations

Table 3 Simulation configurations.

Name Parameter
ISA Alpha
fetch width 4 inst.
execution unit int:4, fp:2, mem:2.
inst. window int:32, fp:16, mem:16
sched. policy age based†
physical reg. int:128, fp:128
ROB 128 entries
LSQ 64 entries
branch pred. 8 KB g-share
br. miss penalty 10 cycles (minimum)
BTB 2 K entries, 4 way
RAS 8 entries
L1IC 32 KB, 4 way,

64 B/line, 2 cycles
L1DC 32 KB, 4 way,

64 B/line, 2 cycles
L2C 4 MB, 8 way,

64 B/line, 10 cycles
main memory 200 cycles
PT 32 entries
CT 32 entries,4 way set assoc.
TFB 32 entries,4 way set assoc.

100 M instructions. During the evaluation of lcom and ixx,
we evaluated all the instructions executed in the programs.
This is because the number of instructions executed in lcom
and ixx is sufficiently small to simulate them in real time.
The number of instructions of lcom and ixx that were exe-
cuted were approximately 260 M and 38 M, respectively.

Table 3 summarizes the configuration of a baseline pro-
cessor. This basic structure is based on the MIPS R10000
out-of-order superscalar processor [9]. Certain configura-
tions such as the number of integer execution units, the
branch predictor and the caches were set to match those of
modern processors.

We implemented our proposal on the baseline proces-
sor. Table 3 summarizes the configuration of the PT, CT,
and TFB. Note that the PT has the same number of entries
as the integer logical register file.

7.1.1 Evaluation Models

We evaluated the following models:

1. BASE: This is the baseline model in the evaluation.
The benchmark programs are executed on the baseline
processor. Note that the baseline processor predicts the
jump targets of register indirect jumps by using a BTB.

†Branches have higher priority than the other types of instruc-
tions. Within the same type of instructions, older instructions have
higher priorities.
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Fig. 15 Breakdown of results of register indirect jump to branch prediction.

2. SCHD: This model executes benchmark programs to
which the scheduling method described in Sect. 6 is
applied. For simplicity, once the source code of each
benchmark program is compiled to assembly code, the
code scheduling is manually applied to the assembly
code. After this process, the assembly code is finally
assembled to a binary file. In this model, the binary
files are executed on the baseline processor.

3. FWD: This model executes the same binary files as
used in the SCHD. We implemented the forwarding
and early recovery methods described in Sect. 4 on the
baseline processor, which is used by this model.

7.2 Evaluation Result

(1) IPC

Figure 16 shows the IPCs for each model relative to the
baseline model. The average IPC improvement in the
SCHD model is 3.3%. As described in Sect. 4.1, static
code scheduling reduces the misprediction penalties of vir-
tual function calls, thereby improving the IPC in this model.
The IPC improvement in the FWD model is 5.4% on aver-
age, and 9.8% at maximum for “richards.”

(2) Number of Recoveries

In this section, we show the evaluation result of branch mis-
prediction penalties, because the IPC improvement is a re-
sult of the reduction of misprediction penalties achieved by
our proposal.

Figure 15 shows the breakdown of the execution re-
sults of register indirect jumps. The labels in the figure are
summarized as follows:

1. hit/miss: The ratio of the number of register indi-
rect jumps whose predicted jump targets are correct or
wrong to the number of all register indirect jumps. In-
structions categorized as hit do not suffer from mispre-
diction penalties while those categorized as miss do.

2. forwarded: The ratio of the number of register indirect
jumps whose jump targets are successfully forwarded
to the number of all register indirect jumps. This ra-
tio does not include correctly predicted register indirect
jumps. These instructions do not suffer from mispre-
diction penalties. This ratio is applicable to only the
FWD model.

Fig. 16 Relative IPCs.

3. early recovered: The ratio of the number of register
indirect jumps that are recovered early to the number
of all register indirect jumps. In contrast to the case of
forwarded, these instructions cannot avoid all the mis-
prediction penalties. They suffer from misprediction
penalties that are proportional to the distance between
producer and consumer instructions. This ratio, too, is
applicable to only the FWD model.

The average miss ratios of the BASE and SCHD mod-
els are 7.4% and 7.1%, respectively. In contrast, the average
miss ratio of FWD is significantly reduced, i.e., 0.31%. This
is because mispredicted instructions are corrected through
the forwarding or early recovery. The average forwarded
and early recovered ratios are 1.6% and 6.5%. The average
hit ratios of the BASE, SCHD, and FWD models are similar,
because our method does not affect the accuracy of a branch
predictor.

There are 5.5% register indirect jumps categorized as
forwarded in deltablue, but there are almost no register indi-
rect jumps categorized as forwarded in the other benchmark
programs. This is because we could not schedule producer
or consumer instructions in the three benchmark programs
sufficiently. The IPC improvements in these three bench-
mark programs were achieved by the early recovery mecha-
nism.

It is not possible to determine the degree of IPC im-
provement using the number of early recovered register in-
direct jumps, because each misprediction penalties on early
recovery are varied for different register indirect jumps.
Thus, we show the number of flushed instructions on branch
misprediction.
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Fig. 17 Flushed instructions per 1,000 instructions.

Fig. 18 Sensitivity of IPCs to CT size.

(3) Misprediction Penalty

Figure 17 shows the number of flushed instructions on mis-
predictions per that of 1,000 committed instructions. Note
that these flushed instructions correspond to the instructions
in the painted areas labeled as flush in Figs. 5 and 6.

On average, the number of flushed instructions in the
FWD model is reduced by 19 (18%) from the BASE model.
Hence, the IPCs of the SCHD model are improved even
though their miss ratios were not reduced, as shown in
Fig. 15.

On average, the number of flushed instructions in the
FWD model is reduced by 39 (37%) from the BASE model,
and hence the FWD achieved IPC improvements. In the
FWD model, the number of flushed instructions is consid-
erably larger than that in the SCHD model; thus, to achieve
significant IPC improvement, code scheduling alone would
not be effective, and forwarding is also necessary.

(4) Sensitivity to Table Size

Figure 18 shows the IPCs for the FWD model relative to the
BASE model with 8, 16, 32, and 64 entries in the CT. In ixx,
their IPCs are improved when the size of CT is increased to
32 entries; in the other benchmark programs, an 8-entry CT
is sufficient.

Similarly, Fig. 19 shows the IPCs for the FWD model
relative to the BASE model with 8, 16, 32, and 64 entries in
the TFB. The results show a similar trend as those in Fig. 18,
and a 32-entry TFB is sufficient. Note that the number of
entries in PT is always the same as the number of logical
registers, as indicated in Table 3.

Fig. 19 Sensitivity of IPCs to TFB size.

Table 4 Area overhead.

Table Capacity
PT 64 bits insn. addr. × 32 entries = 256 B
CT (64 bits insn. addr. + 54 bits tag) × 32 entries = 472 B
TFB (64 bits insn. addr. + 54 bits tag) × 32 entries = 472 B
Total 1.17 KB

Our proposal can work well with such small tables, be-
cause the static number of register indirect jumps is small.
However, the dynamic number of register indirect jumps is
large, and the number of instructions flushed by them is also
large, as shown in Fig. 17. As a result, our proposal im-
proves IPCs in the benchmark programs.

(5) Area Overhead

The area overhead of our proposal is mainly incurred by the
three tables, PT, CT, and TFB. Table 4 shows the capac-
ities of these tables, each with 32 entries. The amount of
the capacities of the tables is approximately 1 KB, which is
very small. This is considerably smaller than the capacities
of BTB or PHT, whose latencies are usually one-cycle, and
thus the three tables can be accessed in one-cycle. The ca-
pacities of the three tables are also considerably smaller than
those of L1/L2 caches, which occupy large areas on a pro-
cessor chip. Thus, the area and energy consumption over-
head incurred on the entire processor using our proposal is
negligible.

8. Related Works

There has been much research on predictors for register in-
direct jumps based on the control flow history [10]–[12].
Such history-based predictors are implemented in commer-
cial processors, such as Intel Pentium-M [13] and IBM
Power 7 [14]. These types of predictors exploit the prop-
erty that indirect jump targets are related to the control flow
history. Therefore, they select jump targets based on the
global history of branch directions. These predictors differ
mainly in terms of the usage of global history and tables
that store jump targets. Our proposal can resolve jump tar-
gets that are independent of branch history, because it for-
wards execution results to the processor front-end directly.
In addition, our proposal is independent of prediction-based
methods, and thus our proposal can cooperate with history-
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based methods.
Roth et al. proposed a method based on pre-execution.

Their proposal detects virtual function calls and pre-
executes them. It dynamically extracts instructions on
which the register indirect jumps depend. This extraction
is performed via a mechanism based on Dependence-Based
Prefetching (DBP) [15], and thus their proposal requires ad-
ditional hardware for DBP. Moreover, their proposal re-
quires special multi-threading hardware for pre-execution
and pre-load. In their proposal, it is difficult to load the
function pointer of virtual functions early enough by pre-
execution. Therefore, their proposal detects loops including
virtual function calls and pre-loads objects in arrays. As a
result, their proposal requires unrealistic complex hardware.
In contrast, our proposal is realistic because it consists of
only three small tables with simple logic.

9. Conclusion

We propose register indirect jump target forwarding. Af-
ter the execution of the producers of register indirect jumps,
the execution results are forwarded to the processor’s front-
end. The target addresses of register indirect jumps are re-
solved by the forwarded execution results without requiring
prediction. Our proposal improves the performance of pro-
grams written in object-oriented languages, which includes
unpredictable register indirect jumps, because our proposal
forwards the actual execution results. The evaluation re-
sults showed that the IPC improvement is as high as 5.4%
on average and 9.8% at maximum. During the evaluation,
we manually scheduled the instructions of virtual function
calls, but we now intend to research and develop a specific
compiler that automatically schedules instructions for our
proposal.
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